
RAF Centenary Set
The Royal Air Force is the oldest 

independent air force in the world, founded during the

last few months of the first World War in 1918 by Lord

Trenchard out of the original Royal Flying Corps. 

The RAF played a pivotal role during WWII, operating at

its peak during the conflict from many fronts and

deploying over a million service men and women, during

which its most famous campaign, the Battle of Britain, 

has made it a worldwide legend.

Post World War II, the RAF is now operated mostly from

its 60 bases in the UK, although four long established

overseas bases are still fully operational.

Our five piece set of models, each in RAF livery, 

pays tribute to the land and airborne 

sections of the Royal Air Force over the past 100 years.

Presented in special RAF Centenary packaging, you can

enjoy reading a potted history of the RAF which is

displayed inside the lid.  The set comprises:

76LRL005 Land Rover Half-ton Lightweight 
76DEF013 Land Rover Defender
76QLD007 Bedford QLD - RAF 2nd Tactical Air Force  
76TAC006 TACR2 - RAF ST Mawgan (Red)
AC087 Spitfire MkI, Squadron X4590 PR-F, RAF Hendon

pRodUcEd FoR ThE oXFoRd dIE-cAST collEcToRS clUb

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  FAX: 02380 248842  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
TOOLING!
1:76 SCALE 
JAGUAR MKV 

DHC

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 219

NEWRAF Centenary Set
                              SCALE             PRICE
76SET58  1:76/1:72  £49.95

NEW
SET!
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Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:43 SCALE

Jaguar MkV DHC Open - Opalescent Silver
New tooling brings another classic Jaguar body shape into

the 1:43 scale Oxford Automobile series, namely the

Jaguar Mark V with its sweeping lines, which was

produced by Jaguar Cars between 1948 and 1951.  In real

life the executive car came as a saloon or a drophead

coupé and for its launch, we have chosen the latter.

During it’s three year lifetime, just under 10,500 were

made and it was succeeded by the Mark VII.  With a four

speed manual gearbox, the MkV had a top speed of 90.7

mph and with fuel consumption of just over 18 miles per

gallon, it was a thirsty car! In its day, you could buy one of

these executive motors for £1263 on the road. These

days, you would have to pay upwards of £50,000 to get

behind the wheel!

For its model debut, we’ve chosen a sparkling silver

colour scheme with contrasting pale grey seating and a

black roof/hood, which is folded down.  With the interior

exposed, the intricately detailed dashboard dials are a

particular feature on this model. Registered BVV 947,

other refinements include silver and black running boards,

chrome bumpers and silver wheels.

NEWJaguar MkV DHC Open -
Opalescent Silver
                             SCALE      PRICE
43JAG5001  1:43 £24.95

NEW
Tooling!

Jaguar V12 -Light Blue
                               SCALE      PRICE
JAGV12001   1:43 £22.95

Jaguar XK150 Fixed Head Coupé -
Mist Grey
                                    SCALE      PRICE
JAGXK150007  1:43 £23.95
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1:43 SCALE

Land Rover Series IIA SWB 
Hard Top - Royal Mail/Post Brenhinol
A brand new 1:43 scale Land Rover joins the Oxford

series in the shape of the short wheelbase Series IIA.

Launched with a hard top and registered UDW 311J from

1970, we’ve chosen to decorate our first release as used

by the Royal Mail here in Wales, hence the bi-lingual

lettering with English in white and Welsh in black.  

Other graphics including the ER cypher come in the

traditional Royal Mail gold.  Given the rural areas covered

by the Royal Mail in the Principality, we are sure our all

weather four-wheel drive vehicle would have been worth

its own weight in gold, too!

NEWFord 400E Minibus - 
Lotus Racing Service
                             SCALE      PRICE
43FDE017    1:43 £13.95

NEWLand Rover Series IIA SWB Hard
Top - Royal Mail (PO Recovery)
                                          SCALE      PRICE
43LR2AS001        1:43 £16.95

NEW
Tooling!

Ford 400E Minibus - Lotus Racing Service
A vision of a racing support vehicle featuring the famous

Lotus logo and other  big names in the motor racing

world would have been of great interest no doubt to

track enthusiasts of the era as this Ford Thames van

delivered whatever was needed by  the famous Lotus

team.  Decorated in dark green with cream lettering to

the upper body and green lettering out of a white band

to the lower half, our Lotus Racing Service vehicle is

registered 8940 TW.  Interior seating is pale grey, whilst

remaining external trim is given a chrome finish.
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1:76 SCALE

NEWAston Martin DB9 Coupé -
Cobalt Blue
                                    SCALE      PRICE
76AMDB9003   1:76  £5.75

NEWE Type Jaguar - White
                             SCALE     PRICE
76ETYP013  1:76  £5.45

NEWAustin Seven Saloon -
Light Grey
                            SCALE      PRICE
76ASS006   1:76  £5.45

Austin Seven Saloon - Light Grey
This model of the Austin Seven RN saloon is

also a direct crossover from its 1:43 scale

counterpart, decorated in grey with black

mudguards and sunroof panel.  It is registered

PJ 5222. The interior is also completely black

except for the tan door cappings.

E Type Jaguar - White
Always a favourite, our Jaguar E-Type makes its latest

appearance in open top format decorated in Old English

White with contrasting black interior and folded down

hood.  We love the whitewall tyre feature too!  Silver

trim adds to the sporty image of this iconic car from the

1960s-1970s.  Our model is registered UYP 694M from

1973/4 although its ongoing appeal is dateless.

Aston Martin DB9 Coupé - Cobalt Blue
Collectors of 1:43 scale British prestige cars have already

been treated to this vibrant blue liveried DB9 and we are

pleased to release it in exactly the same detail for our

1:76 scale enthusiasts.  Registered simply DB 9, our bright

blue Aston Martin comes with finely executed interior

featuring a black instrument panel to the dashboard and

black steering wheel, in contrast to the sumptuously

moulded cream seating.  On this version, Oxford have

incorporated the right hand drive feature with

corresponding right hand directional windscreen wipers. 
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up Red/Black
The extreme decoration on the fourth release of the

1:87 scale Chevrolet Pick-up from the 1960s gives

the expression ‘hotrod’ a completely new

meaning, and it could only come

from Texas!  Registered TEXAS

65 7Z 3894, our open backed

Chevy is essentially black with

realistic orange and red ‘flames’

licking across the front and

sides of the cab section, with

the usual amount of contrasting

chrome trim.  The Chevrolet name is

printed in gold across the rear tailgate while the

truck interior is black. 

1955 Buick Century - New York Taxi
New York’s yellow cabs are as synonymous with the

Big Apple as the Routemaster is to

London and here we have

a superb example of the

1955 Buick Century in that

famous yellow and black

colour way. 

Our classic Buick has a

registration plate number MV

1955 NY The Empire State and for this

release a TAXI roof box has been added.

Additional information for its passengers comprises a

printed notice on the doors indicating prices per mile,

which appear to double if stuck in traffic!  The usual

wealth of chrome enhances the yellow and black

paintwork while the interior is black.  A final touch sees

the model rounded off with the characteristic wide

whitewall tyres.

1936 Buick Special Convertible
Coupé - Balmoral Green
                                SCALE      PRICE
87BS36004   1:87  £5.95

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - 
Colonial Cream/India Ivory
                                SCALE      PRICE
87CN57004   1:87  £5.95

NEW1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick Up - Red/Black
                                SCALE      PRICE
87CP65004   1:87  £5.95

NEW1955 Buick Century - 
New York Taxi
                                SCALE      PRICE
87BC55004   1:87  £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

JCB Major Loader Mk1 Excavator - JCB
New tooling adds another construction vehicle to the JCB liveried

series with the launch of our Major Loader Mk1 Excavator.

Featuring buckets, lifting arms and piston tubes, the colour scheme

is quite different from the usual yellow and black in the JCB series.

Here we see this new model in bright blue and red with black cab

interior.  The black/white JCB logo with red out of white

Excavator lettering is printed on the rear lifting arm whilst

its Major Loader identity is printed in black along the

length or the front lifting arm.  Make it a colourful

addition to your construction yard!

NEWJCB Major Loader Mk1
Excavator - JCB
                             SCALE      PRICE
76ML1001   1:76 £24.95

Komatsu PC340 Komatsu
Stand Boom
                             SCALE      PRICE
76KOM001  1:76 £20.95

NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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1:76 SCALE

Scania Evo 6 Car Transporter - Green Tiger
The striking light green, silver and black colour scheme

on the latest release of our Scania Evo 6 Car Transporter

will bring a fresh feel to your transporter line-up.  Green

Tiger was registered in Ireland in 1997 and boasts a fleet

over 30 purpose built car transporters and 100% of the

UK fleet is Euro 6 compliant.  In addition, Irish rapeseed

oil is used for 90% of their truck fuel requirements. 

In 2009 Green Tiger won the contract to manage Toyota

Ireland and Lexus Ireland compounds and a year later the

company established 

a new office and

compound facilities in Northern Ireland.  Also in 2010

Green Tiger joined the European Car Group (ECG).  It is

also a member of the Irish Road Haulage Association

(MIRHA) and the RHA.  The initials of all these affiliations

are printed on the side of our replica truck.  

Registered S10 GTE, our intricately tooled model features

abstract ‘tiger’ graphics in white on the bodywork with

Green Tiger printed on each of the transporter uprights.

Each vehicle is given a name with an Irish real-life history

behind it, each of which can be read by logging on to the

company website, which also features above the

windscreen of the cab.  

NEWScania Evo 6 Car Transporter -
Green Tiger
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76SCT004         1:76  £35.45

NEWDAF XF Euro 6 and Curtainside
Trailer - Wreford’s Transport
                                     SCALE       PRICE
76DXF002         1:76  £24.95

DAF XF Euro 6 and Curtainside Trailer - 
Wreford’s Transport
Only the second release on our super modern state-of-

the-art Euro 6 cab, the striking bright red, dark blue and

silver livery of Wreford’s Transport really looks good.

Registered KX64 NYC, the Northampton based company

is employing the vehicle, with curtainside trailer, for their

storage and distribution business.  The detailed graphics

on the cab boast the company Serving Industry since

1904 - above the cab window - whilst the cab doors

feature their telephone number and website address.

These details are also repeated across the back of the

trailer, including the fleet number SWW285.  The trailer

itself is decorated in the same rich blue with silver roof.

We like especially the finely worked curtainside side

straps which look so realistic.

Silvanus William Wreford started the business in 1904

aged 19, with a single horse and cart.  Note his SWW

initials are remembered as a feature on the cab of our

vehicle too.  The Wreford empire is still in family hands,

run by successive generations since 

their small beginnings.
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MILITARY1:76
SCALE

Bedford MWD - 2 Corps 1/7th Middlesex Regiment,
France 1940
The Bedford MWD was a 15 cwt 4 x 2 general service

vehicle which formed the backbone of British

Army transportation during WWII.  Built to

carry 10 soldiers and all their equipment,

the MWD had been introduced into the

military in 1937.  Here we see it as deployed

by the 1/7th Middlesex Regiment 

(The Duke of Cambridge’s Own),

a line infantry regiment which

had been formed in 1881 with

two regular, two militia and

four territorial battalions.  

In 1938, one of these

territorial battalions became

the 1/7th, deployed to France

in the early hostilities in 1940. 

Our camouflaged Bedford is a replica

of one of the transportation vehicles used by the

Regiment’s 2 Corps, whose formation badge featuring

a fish and waves appears on the front mudguard and also

on the rear.  The lower body, wheels, chassis, front wings,

mudguards  and interior are coloured a dark olive green

with olive grey camouflage, while the roof and canvas

back are painted a light olive green with dark olive

camouflage finish.  Military lettering is printed in white,

with the Arm of Service No. 47 on the front and rear 

of the truck in white out of red. 

NEWBedford MWD 2 - Corps 1/7th
Middlesex Reg France 1940
                                       SCALE     PRICE
76MWD007        1:76  £6.75

British Army Mickey
Mouse Bedford MWD
                             SCALE      PRICE
76MWD001 1:76  £6.45

Bedford QLB - 4th Infantry,
UK 1942
                          SCALE      PRICE
76QLB001  1:76 £13.95

Caunter Scheme Austin Tilly -
11th African Div Sudan 1941 
                         SCALE     PRICE
76TIL003  1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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Leyland Royal Tiger Coach -
Lough Swilly
                          SCALE      PRICE
76LRT006  1:76 £16.45

Duple Roadmaster - 
Belle Vue Coaches
                          SCALE      PRICE
76DR001   1:76 £16.95

1:76 SCALE

Bedford OWB - Belfast Corporation
The standard Bedford OB chassis was redefined during

the war years as OWB, which dates our model pretty

accurately.  In the lead up to the conflict and during the

war years, the Bedford OWB chassis was produced to

the same basic design as the OB but valuable metals like

aluminium were replaced with cast iron and austerity

bodywork with a more austere interior.  As a result, we

see our 1:76 scale replica with wooden slatted seats as

one of the compromises.  To the exterior, things brighten

up a lot with the lovely royal blue body, grey roof and 

off-white central band running under the windows.  

The Belfast Corporation crest adds further colour on the

sides of the bus. Registered GZ448, our single decker’s

destination is Cavehill Road.  One further detail to note is

the small headlight configuration on this model. 

NEWBedford OWB - 
Belfast Corporation
                             SCALE      PRICE
76OWB013  1:76 £15.45
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Airspeed Oxford MP425/
G-AITB - RAF Museum, Hendon
                        SCALE       PRICE
72AO001  1:72  £33.95

DH Tiger Moth - 
Brooklands Aviation
                        SCALE       PRICE
72TM002  1:72  £29.95

NEWSupermarine Walrus 
N19 - Irish air Corps
                             SCALE       PRICE
72SW003    1:72  £34.95

Supermarine Walrus N19 - Irish air Corps
The Supermarine Walrus was a British single-engine

amphibious bi-plane aircraft designed by R J Mitchell as a

reconnaissance aircraft.  Its primary users were the RAF,

Royal Navy, the Royal Australian Air Force and the Irish

Air Corps.  Discontinued in 1944, of the 740 built, only a

handful remain today in museums.

The Casement aerodrome at Baldonnel was and still is

the home of the Irish Air Corps, which comprises the air

section of the Defence Force of Ireland. It was established

in 1924 and in the lead-up to World War II the Corps

took delivery of several British aircraft from Gloster

Gladiators to Avro Ansons and Westland Lysanders, 

as well as the three Supermarine Walrus. 

Our latest livery on the Walrus is as delivered to the Irish

Air Corps.  Decorated in silver with the Irish orange,

white and green striped markings to the wings and tail,

the detail includes a green cockpit and black instrument

panels.  Even the walkways on the upper wings are

reproduced as a series of black ‘footprints’.  Its N19

numbering is printed in black on both sides of the

fuselage.  Note that on this release of the Walrus, given its

role within the Irish Air Corps, the bomb racks and guns

have been omitted. 

Enthusiasts may like to know that the Supermarine

Walrus N18 is currently on display at the Fleet Air Arm

Museum in Yeovilton, England and is one of only three

surviving aircraft of the type.
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

VW Minibus/Surfboards -
Flower Power
                             SCALE      PRICE
76VW017    1:76  £5.45

VW Pick Up - Pastel White 
                               SCALE      PRICE
76VW010      1:76  £5.45

Pearl White 53 VW Beetle
                             SCALE      PRICE
76VWB001  1:76  £5.25

VW Bay Window - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76VW030CC    1:76   £5.45

Ford Transit Mk5 LWB High Roof - Network Rail
Response Unit
Our latest introduction of the up to the minute Ford Transit

Mk5 has already appeared in the Network Rail Response 

Unit livery as part of Oxford’s 1:76 scale series of

commercials.  We are now pleased to add this Long

Wheelbase High Roof replica to your N scale line-

up, in exactly the same detail.  Decorated in bright

white with modern red and blue graphics, an

additional feature sees a realistic offside window

masked in grey behind the driver’s door.

Registered YM12 DWF, this little van could be on

your N Gauge railway layout dealing with a local

lineside crisis at any time!

N SCALE

NEWFord Transit Mk5 LWB High Roof -
Network Rail Response Unit
                                          SCALE        PRICE
NFT022              1:148   £5.25

VW Bay Window 3 Piece
Set -Van/Bus/Camper
                             SCALE      PRICE
76SET35A    1:76 £15.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR763TO002B 1:76 - £34.95
Mk3a Coach TSO BR Intercity Swallow 12015

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7030  
1:76 - £10.95

NCB Internal User

OR76CK7003  
1:76 - £10.95

The Executors of 
John Hargreaves Ltd 

2 Coke rails

OR76CK7004  
1:76 - £10.95

Renishaw Iron Co 917 
with 2 coke rails

OR76MW7031  
1:76 - £10.95

Napsbury Hospital 
Committee No 1

NEW MODEL!NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!NEW MODEL!
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